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“There’s a whole world out there, right 
outside your window. You’d be a fool to 
miss it. ..”

 —Charlotte Eriksson
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contributed by citizens through 
their observations from the field. 
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avian world, equally important 
are the observations of the 
habitat and environment of the 
avifauna including conservation, 
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citizen scientists of the region.
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Seasons’ Greetings! …… To all 
Birders & Bird-lovers!! 

We take pride in bringing this 
Autumn (Sharodiya) Issue 
[Vol1 : Issue#2 : Oct-Dec 2021] 
to you. 

As the northern hemisphere 
gears up to celebrate the 
grandeur of winter, our 
feathered friends would have 
commenced their annual 
journey from habitats far 
and near. The festive season 
for Birders has just begun! A 
season that all of us eagerly 
await.  With the pandemic 
showing signs of withdrawal, 
life seems to have turned a 
favorable cycle.  

For us at the BWS Editorial 
desk, we turned a new leaf with 
the inaugural issue … a major 
step in our evolution. It was 
heartening to note that over 
560 readers downloaded the 
first issue from our website, 
apart from the shares on social 
media. Besides, we had readers 
from not just the breadth and 
length of the country but also 

international readers from 
Bhutan, the US, Germany, and 
Singapore. These stats mean 
a lot... A huge thanks to the 
entire community.

Despite the start, one thing 
that bothers us is ‘reader 
feedback’. We received few 
candid observations. We 
welcome more. Please feel 
free to share your response 
by writing to us (email – 
‘b i rdwatcherssoc ie tywb@
gmail.com’). We would love to 
hear your views and critique. It 
will go a long way in improving 
the quality of FANTAIL and 
make all of us a lot happier.

For every birder, the hills are 
where the birds from the Orient 
and Palearctic region sing 
their hearts out. North-east 
India supports the highest 
bird diversity in the Orient, with 
about 836 of the 1,350 bird 
species known from the Indian 
subcontinent. The Eastern 
Himalayas as a meeting 
ground for the Indo-Malayan, 
Palearctic, and Sino-Japanese 
biogeographical realms provide 

the
EDITORIAL
DESK
22nd November 2021
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a habitat for a rich diversity of flora and 
fauna, the hills are where most of the birding 
action happens during the wintering season 
… therefore we chose ‘BIRDS FROM THE 
HILLS’ as the theme for this issue. In a way, 
this issue is a mark of respect to all those 
involved in the conservation of the habitats 
in the Himalayas and North-East which is so 
critical for ecological balance.

Writing on the theme, Arka Sarkar, a senior 
BWS member, naturalist, and President of 
Human & Environment Alliances League 
– HEAL shares his avian tales from the 
highest lake in Sikkim. Dibyendu Ash & 
Rozan Dhungel, professional birders who 
frequent the Northeast, talk about their 
trek around Khangchendzonga National 
Park highlighting their encounter with Hill 
Birds. Young birder Risa Biswas shares 
her excitement through a trip report on her 
rendezvous in the hills.  We have passionate 
birders Urvashi Basu, Dipprovo Majumdar, 
and Swarup Saha share their varied birding 
encounters from the Hills.  Especially like to 
mention the contribution of young birders 
of Sikkim for their illustration & article 
highlighting the significance of conservation 

in their neighborhood. Grateful to them and 
feel proud of their efforts. 

Apart from the articles around the theme, 
we do have contributions from our birding 
community sharing tales, trip reports and 
location updates. In this issue, based on 
feedback we have introduced puzzles & 
crosswords, apart from our regular feature 
on Birding humor and Avian inspired painting. 
We take this opportunity to THANK all the 
contributors. Your contributions make this 
issue of Fantail so special and worthy. 

For the readers, we hope you enjoy this issue 
and do inspire others to join the fraternity. 
Most importantly please do share your 
feedback by writing to us.  

Wishing you all ‘Happy Birding’ and a great 
season ahead. Above all, the annoying virus 
is still around, so stay safe, be responsible, 
and maintain all precautionary protocols. 

Cheers!
Editorial Desk 
Birdwatchers’ Society

Write to us at: birdwatcherssocietywb@gmail.com
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We were observing a small flock of Ground Tits, which had several chicks begging for food. 
The flock was moving across the ground and it was hard to keep up with. Quick movements 
led to breathlessness at an altitude of more than 5000 meters above sea level. We were 
on the cold barren plateau around Gurudongmar Lake, in the trans-Himalayas, adjacent to 
Tibet. This is as high up one can drive in Eastern India. 

It was peak summer - the month of August. Thus even in this cold, windy and harsh 
environment there was much life all around. It is the time of the year when sparse and 
short lived grasses of the Tibetan Plateau bear seed. The birds of the plateau were in 
different stages of courting, nesting or rearing their chicks.  Rufous-necked and White-
rumped Snowfinches were seen scurrying in and out of Pika burrows – where they nest. 
A Little Owl stood perched on the stones of a Yak Pen. Yellow-billed Choughs probed into 
Yak dung pats for insects. Robin Accentors sang and displayed around streams where the 
White-throated Dippers worked hard for larvae of insects and mayflies.  Couple of Great 
Rosefinch was seen fleetingly – a male chasing a female. A Lammergeier soared high up 
in the distance. 

There was something odd going on in this flock of Ground Tits that we were photographing. 
A bird feeding the chicks did not seem to be a fully adult breeding bird. It was a subadult, 
as evident from the scalloping on the cheeks and neck and shorter bill than adult. So why 
was it feeding the chicks? Whose chicks it was feeding? 

We learnt later that Ground Tits are cooperative breeders –i.e one or more birds in addition 
to the parents often help in raising the chicks. Many common species are cooperative 

breeders, like Jungle Babblers or Green Bee Eaters. 
Ground Tits practice cooperative breeding of a 
specific type. Pairs are monogamous and they 
frequently have at least one (at times more) male 
“helpers”. These helpers are usually subadult males 
who remain along with his parents on the territory 
of his birth. After helping to raise his siblings once, 
the helpers move out to breed independently. This 
species has a male biased sex ratio, suggesting that 
mate shortage promotes this helping behaviour.

AVIAN STORIES FROM 
THE HIGHEST LAKE: 
BIRDS AROUND 
GURUDONGMAR
ARKA SARKAR
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Learning about the birds of their ecology in this high altitude 
ecosystem has been an enriching experience over the years. Let’s 
look at the Ground Tits more closely – why are they called Tits? They 
don’t look or behave even a bit similar to any other arboreal, tree 
dwelling TIts. Ground Tits have puzzled ornithologists for ages. Since 
its initial description by Hume in 1870s it was long thought to be 
closely related to Choughs and Ground-Jays, and considered to be 
the smallest member of the Corvidae (the crows, choughs and jays). 
It has several traits in common with the high altitude corvids. Like 
the Choughs and Ground-Jays it is a terrestrial bird of dry, treeless 
open country. They all have relatively long legs and long slender bills 
which they use to probe in soil, underneath rocks and in dung pats 
to look for arthropod prey. Thus the early names of this bird were 
Hume’s Ground Chough, Hume’s Ground Jay or Tibetan Ground Jay.
From 1980s, various anatomical studies started questioning this 
classification. Finally in early 2000s genetic and biochemical studies firmly concluded that 
it is a very unusual looking Tit – most closely related to the Great Tit species complex. It 
is hypothesized now that a species of Paridea invaded the high plateaus and became the 
ancestor of Ground Tit. Its morphology evolved and adapted to its novel environment – 
which is very different from the rest of the Tits. Gradually the relationship with the Tits was 
obscured, and superficially it started looking similar to a Jay. 

The plateau abounds in mammals. The Tibetan Gazelle or Goa with their heart-shaped 
white rump patches are the most conspicuous.  Other grazing herbivores include Blue 
Sheep or Bharal, Argali – the largest wild sheep species with majestic horns, and Southern 
Kiang – the eastern subspecies of Tibetan Wild Ass that is the smallest equid of the world. 
There are a good number of domestic Yaks as well, and their dung plays a major role as 
source of insects and nutrients – which are important for this ecology. Carnivores are well 
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represented with Tibetan Fox, Tibetan Wolf, Mountain Weasel, 
and very rarely, Pallas’s Cat. But the most numerous is certainly 
the Black-lipped Pika or Plateau Pika. Many of these  mammals 
affect the vegetation and shape the landscape, thus building a 
close relationship with the birds.

For instance, White-rumped Snowfinch associates very strongly with Black-lipped Pika or 
Plateau Pika. Black-lipped Pikas create a complex burrow system consisting of branched 

tunnels which lead to a chamber at one end . These burrows 
are extensively used for nesting by several species, but perhaps 
most conspicuously by these Snowfinches. They are also 
used for roosting, particularly by the juveniles. Interestingly, 
studies show that White-rumped Snowfinches prefer active 
pika burrows as nest sites over inactive 
ones, presumably to gain thermal 
benefits and avoid epizoic parasites. The 
birds were also observed carrying insect 
larvae developing on the pika skin to the 
chicks. When they feel threatened, they 
often take shelter inside Pika Burrows.  
Thus high density of Black-lipped Pikas 

in an area usually corresponds to a good number of White-rumped 
Snowfinches.

Rufous-necked Snowfinches also nests in Pika burrows. The White-rumped Snowfinches  
are behaviourally dominant over pikas and over Rufous-necked Snowfinches, and establish 
territories in patches with good food resources and active burrows. In contrast, Rufous-
necked Snowfinches exhibit no territoriality and nest at marginal habitats in inactive pika 
burrows.
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Black-lipped Pikas are also the lifeline for all predatory birds of 
the plateau – Golden Eagle, Upland Buzzard and Little Owl – for 
whom they are the main food source.

Dungs of mammals – particularly of domestic Yaks (and to a 
lesser extent Tibetan Gazelle) form an important part of this 
ecology for insectivorous birds. Although grazing by Yaks 
reduces vegetation, it increases the abundance of arthropods 
associated with dungs. A number of species of birds are dependent on these arthropods, 
particularly the larvae of coleopteran beetles. Many birds are often found close to areas 
with an abundance of dung pats. Ground Tits and Choughs have long and curved beaks to 
probe into the dung pats and the soil around it for insects. The frequent turning over and 
probing into dung pats by various bird species aids faster decomposition, thus supplying 
the ecosystem with substantial nutrients in an otherwise nutrient poor environment. 

Man-made structures and small settlements also 
influence bird behaviour.  Yak Pens, built with stone, 
are often a hub of activity, mainly because inside 
the enclosure there is an abundance of dung, 
and consequently insects. Little Owls find these 
structures quite suitable for roosting in an otherwise 
flat landscape. The food left over by the tourists are 
a main draw for birds around the Gurudongmar lake, 
where one can often see small flocks of Hume’s 
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Arka Sarkar, a software programmer, and birdwatcher with special expertise in respect of birds of 
North-East India, has been part of bird surveys and various avian conservation initiatives. Arka 
is a state level reviewer for eBird from West Bengal and a wildlife campaigner who engages with 
indigenous communities to create awareness about wildlife. He is also the President of HEAL 
(Human & Environment Alliance League).

Short-toed Lark, Black-headed Mountain Finch and Rufous-necked Snowfinch. The army 
camps, particularly the army run canteen at the checkpost at 15,000 ft generate some 
garbage that draws a good number of Red-billed and Yellow-billed Choughs, Common 
Ravens and on a few rare occasions, a few Tibetan Blackbirds!

The charm of the birdlife changes with 
season. Most species are residents on this 
plateau, but they present a different spectacle 
in breeding and non-breeding seasons. 
Winters are best for watching huge flocks 
of finches – Black-headed Mountain Finch, 
Black-winged Snowfinch and Plain Mountain 
Finches in particular. They form spectacularly 
large flocks, at times in thousands. Peak 
summer, from June to September, which sees 
fewer birders, is best for observing breeding 
activity of birds – particularly the displays 
during courtship. Robin Accentors put up collective displays involving fluttering flight by 
several males. Great Rosefinch is one of the few summer visitors to this area, and the male 
puts up quite a show while it displays to the female. Standing on ground in front of the 
female,  it assumes an upright posture with head and bill pointed upwards, breast puffed, 
and oscillates left and right. White-rumped Snowfinches have territorial display flights – 
which are either undulating, or a sharp ascent followed by a drop. They zealously guard 
their territories, and fights break out very often over access to their territory.

The plateau around Gurudongmar lake is characterized as a cold desert, but it has much 
life throughout the year to keep an inquisitive birder returning to it season after season. 
The area is part of the broader Tso Lhamo – Lashar- Sebu La - Yumesamdong complex, 
which is considered to be an Important Bird Area (IBA). But it does not have any formal 
protection status. It is a fragile ecosystem facing a number of threats. There is heavy 
military deployment, due to its proximity with international border. The military exercise on 
the plateau with heavy equipment and the construction of a network of roads disrupts the 
fragile ecology of alpine grasslands and nesting sites of most of the ground nesting birds. 
The shifting camp of non-native laborers maintaining the roads have been known to be 
involved in snaring of birds and mammals.  The ever increasing population of feral dogs 
also threaten ground nesting birds and smaller mammals. We hope this fragile ecosystem 
survives these disturbances and remains a source of fascination for many years to come. 
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Mom woke me up at 7:30 am. I groggily cracked an eye open and glanced at the clock. It 
wouldn’t hurt to sleep for another 30 minutes, would it? Around 8, I quickly made calculations 
that I would wake up at 8:10, and almost immediately mom called out, “Risa, wake up, 
you have to make breakfast!” I groaned and rolled off the bed. I drowsily walked to the 
washroom and freshened up. Then I hurried off to make tomato-cheese sandwiches. After 
eating, I took a quick bath and packed some essential items. Soon the cab arrived and we 
bundled ourselves into the car and left for the airport. 

The check-in and security check at the airport went 
smoothly. Soon we were boarding the plane. Once 
we reached Bagdogra Airport I was full of excitement 
anticipating the adventures that were about to unfold!

After picking up our luggage, we waited for our car 
which would be taking us to Yamfu Homestay. After 
some time, our car arrived and we climbed in. I admired 
the scenery from the car’s window and very soon we 
arrived at our first stay.

I quickly got out and explored the place. And I was simply delighted when I saw they had 
chickens and chicks!! They were adorable! I watched for a while and then I went upstairs 
to look at our rooms. It was pleasant and was designed like an attic! I was super excited, I 
always wanted to sleep in an attic. Then we went out for some local birding and saw Blue 
Rock Thrush, Spotted Doves, and we got exclusive seats to a Common Hill Myna & Great 
Barbet’s concert. 

21-Mar-21
Mom woke me up at 6 am. I groaned. I reminded myself that I would have to wake up at 
6 every day on this trip. After freshening up, Dad and I hurried down followed by mom and 
grandpa, to an open jeep we had booked. Our driver was a Gorkhali and our guide was Mr. 
Bikram. Bikram Uncle sat with the driver, mom, grandpa in the middle, and dad & me at the 
back. It was a 4×4 according to my knowledge in cars. We were going to Shivkhola, a place 
known for birds. It was a 7km drive. Our first bird for the day was itself a lifer! (“A Pin-Tailed 

MEETING 
THE EXCLUSIVE, 
ELUSIVE AND EXCITING!
RISA BISWAS
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Green-Pigeon. Not bad for a start.” Dad said with a grin) From 
then onwards we had to stop the jeep, like every 15 mins! Greater 
racket-tailed Drongo, Greater Golden-backed Woodpeckers here 
and Shikras, Green Magpies there. Birds were chirping, tweeting, 
singing, and what not! It was a very lively place.

After regular stops, we finally reached Shivkhola. There was a Shiva 
temple and just beside it on the right side of the road was a river! 
Bikram Uncle, Dad, and I scanned for any Forktails or Redstarts. 
And we were rewarded with what? None! It was frustrating. Little 
did we know what was to come next…

Dad & Bikram Uncle returned from a walk to the river. Dad had a 
big smile on his face. I gave him a puzzled look. “Why are you so 
happy?”, I asked. He grinned at me and replied, “Blue-Bearded Bee-
eater.” For a few seconds, my brain couldn’t register what he said 
and when it did, I jumped up screaming, “WHAT! SHOW ME!!” Dad 
showed me and instead of being happy, I glared at the picture. “I 
knew I was going to miss something. My gut feeling never fails. 
Next time, I’m going wherever you go, Dad.” I murmured. Later we 
returned to the homestay for lunch.

We went out immediately after Lunch. After descending from 
the hill and reaching the main road, Dad spotted around 30+ 
Himalayan Vultures. They were very high up. Nearly impossible to 
see. I needed to zoom in my camera all the way to Digital Zoom 
and only then I could see it. And Dad could see without binoculars! 
We continued our trip. We also saw a juvenile Blue-bearded Bee-
eater on the way. We continued, and suddenly I saw something 
humongous. I glanced at it and gasped. It was a Great Hornbill. IT 
WAS HUGE!! It was a magnificent creature. We got down and took 
pictures. Then I saw ANOTHER one nearby and took a click of that 
too. The Hornbills got scared and flew towards the other valley. 
Dad got spectacular flying shots. How much I would’ve liked 
to get a Hornbill’s feather!! A White-rumped Shama was calling 
desperately to get our attention nearby. It created complex notes 
and chords. We continued, but we didn’t see much. Yes, we heard 
a lot, but they were somewhere high up in the canopy. We were 
going through one of the small rural towns, when on a dead tree 
there was a Peregrine Falcon eating. I gaped and fired away with 
my camera. Dad did it too. Even grandpa tried to take it with his 
camera! We reached the falls, there was only a trickle of water. On 
the way, we saw Long-tailed Broadbills and Sibias. We finished 
with a pair of Orange-bellied Leafbirds.

Green Magpie 

Greater racket-tailed 
Drongo 

Great Hornbill 

Long-tailed Broadbill 
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23-Mar-21
We woke up early as usual. We were going to a tea garden nearby. On the way, we saw a 
Great Hornbill awfully close and at eye-level. The poor thing had an injury on the beak from 
electrical cables.  In the tea garden, we saw the usual Minivets and many Swifts. We also 
saw a Collared Falconet. The day was pleasant.

24-Mar-21
We were heading to Latpancher and saw Rusty-fronted Barwing and Blue bearded Bee-
eaters on the way. We also saw Grey-chinned Minivet. When we reached Latpancher we 
ate at a local restaurant. The food was scrumptious. The owner of the restaurant even had 
a cat! Eurasian Tree Sparrows were plentiful. So were the swallows. Barn Swallows were 
entering people’s houses and shops carrying building material for making nests inside the 
houses!! In the afternoon, we went to a Rufous-necked Hornbill site, but we didn’t see it. 
Instead, we saw Yuhinas, an Emerald Cuckoo, Leafbirds, 
etc. There was so much activity going on in one place that 
I was completely confused! I didn’t know if I should take a 
picture of a Yuhina or a Leafbird! We also heard the Sultan 
Tit many times. But we didn’t see it. It was maddening. I 
ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS wanted to see it. It’s common 
too!! And so, we missed the striking yellow-crested and 
black-coated bird. After that, we went to Mahananda 
Wildlife Sanctuary and saw a Pale Blue Flycatcher, Maroon 
Orioles, and a Grey-headed Canary Flycatcher.

We couldn’t go far much further since we saw footprints 
and damages made by elephants, and grandpa was very much frightened. We again went 
to the Hornbill site with our fingers crossed. I sniffed. I was having a feeling that something 
exciting was going to happen. Then, voila! Right on the main road, sitting on the tree we 
saw the female Rufous-necked Hornbill!! I took pictures but after a while, I decided against 
it because after observing it, it looked more like a witch trying to poison me. I blinked. Was 
it Dolores Umbridge  as an unregistered Animagus ? I narrowed my eyes. I think I was right. 
Since the Hornbill’s/Umbridge’s back was against us, she 
couldn’t see us. When she turned, it flew away in fright. For 
most people, this would seem natural since it got scared 
of us, but for me, I think Umbridge flew away because 
she was afraid that these muggles  would discover her 
schemes. Anyway, later we saw four female hornbills 
and one male hornbill. We decided to return since it was 
getting dark. I drifted off to sleep immediately after some 
yummy dinner. 

25-Mar-21
We were going to leave the hills and descend to the plains that day. We were going to 
Manabari Eco Resort, and the moment we stepped out of the car, we were welcomed with 
calls from Barbets and Cuckoos. The place was huge, with greenery in every nook and 
cranny.

Maroon Oriole 

Rufous-Necked Hornbill 
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After lunch, we went to the Teesta River, which was just 
behind the resort. We saw Grey-throated Martins (Pale 
Martins), Sand Larks, a Red-Naped Ibis, and the usual 
Drongos and Starlings.

26-Mar-21
That day, we were going to Lava! I was super excited. It was 
a long drive, and soon I could smell fresh pine leaves. We 
stopped the car on the side of the road and ate breakfast. 
We saw Crested Goshawk, Buff-Bared Warbler, Hume’s 
Warbler, and other birds. After the break, we stopped at a bridge and we saw Redstarts. We 
also saw Slaty-backed Forktail, Blyth’s Swift, and Nepal House Martin.

We continued and reached Lava. It was a neat and tidy sort of place, and it was cold. Like, 
REALLY cold. We went to a Forest Guest House area known for birds. We saw Grey-sided 
Bush Warbler, Sikkim Treecreeper, Fire-tailed and Green-tailed Sunbirds, Little Bunting, etc. 
We then left for Rishop. We didn’t see much because it was at 1 pm. Still, we saw Chestnut-
Crowned Laughingthrush, Red-billed Leiothrix, and Blue-fronted Redstart. We then went to 
Kolbong Forest. We took a short flight of moss-covered steps and 3 minutes later, mom 
saw something. She told us to stop. Then we saw the most adorable, beautiful creature. A 
Chestnut-tailed Minla. It was like 3 feet away!! And Dad got the most spectacular pictures. 
There was a pair but the second one was hiding from us. The first one didn’t seem to mind 
us at all. I wondered if it was color blind to purple since Mom and I were wearing some 
bright purple jackets. The Minla seemed to tend its hair because the wind was blowing it all 
over its face. Once it did realize it was being watched, it flew off.

27-Mar-21
We were going to Gajoldoba. A famous place teeming with 
waterbirds. The first birds we saw were Little Grebes and a 
Tufted duck. We took two boats since one boat could only 
hold two persons.  We were supposed to sit cross-legged. I 
was fine, but I was worried about grandpa since he’s nearly 
79! Fortunately, he was alright. We first saw Red-crested 
Pochards, a first for me. Dad had seen it earlier. We saw 
Ruddy Shelducks, a pair of Common Shelducks, Gadwalls, one Great-crested Grebe, and 
one Pied Avocet. I was totally not expecting that.

When mom and grandpa came, they claimed to have seen 
an Osprey AND a Peregrine Falcon. I gaped. I had wanted 
to see an Osprey. Well, I thought that there’s always a next 
time.

After lunch, we drove to Chapramari Wildlife Sanctuary. We 
saw Red-breasted Parakeets, Oriental Honey Buzzards, Blue-
eared Barbet, and so on. It wasn’t an exciting afternoon. (I 
had gotten used to the surprises!)

Red-naped Ibis 

Chestnut-tailed Minla 

Pied Avocet 
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At 6:30 pm at our cottage, we heard Brown Hawk Owls calling. I got excited since I have 
not seen the bird, and Dad had only heard it before in Sri Lanka. Hoo-Hoo. Hoo-Hoo. Dad 
instructed me to get the speaker. I got it and he hanged it on a branch and played the 
recording. There seemed to be more than 2 owls. Finally, one of them flew and sat on a 
branch which was close to us. The owls were so cute! I wondered if it will cross the cute-
o-meter with the Minla. Well, generally all owls are cute. Even the magnificent Eagle Owls. 
(I suppose the Eagle Owls and other big owls will be mortified at the thought of being 
described as ‘cute’) 

28-Mar-21
We decided to slacken up and relax. Dad went to the riverbed again in the morning. I slept in. 
I was tired after waking up early every day. We didn’t do much, just strolled here and there. 
Dad was craving to have mutton curry and so did we. It was followed by ice cream too. 
Grandpa loved small fishes and so he got that too for lunch. In the afternoon, I went with 
Dad to the riverbed again. We took a different 
route and we had to cross a stream. Dad had 
waterproof shoes, so it was no problem, but I 
didn’t have any. I tried to jump but it was way 
too wide for me. I was tall but not 5 feet yet(I 
am now, yay). So, I had to remove my shoes 
and socks and cross the stream barefoot! The 
water was chilly but not too cold. I splashed a 
bit and then sat on a rock on the other side and 
wiped my feet with a spare towel in Dad’s bag. 
We continued and saw Sandpipers, Bushchats, 
and Martins. 

Brown Hawk-Owls
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Risa Biswas is a young birder studying in Grade 6 at Ebenezer International School, Bangalore. She 
is an avid nature enthusiast and regularly joins her father for birding..

We sat down and were enjoying ourselves, talking about our trip. But something was going 
to happen. I felt it in the air. Something exciting. Something like- “Peregrine Falcon with 
Red-wattled Lapwing” dad yelled. Sure enough, 2 seconds later we heard a loud kreeee. I 
stared. “WHAT! WHERE, WHEN!?” I yelped. Dad was almost down the slope. I hurried and 
followed him. It was too far, but we saw it all right. It was enjoying its meal very much. Dad 
tried a different setting in his camera, and it produced a gunshot sound. The poor bird got 
disturbed and flew away with the lapwing hanging from the falcon’s talons.

P.S. – The trip was fun and delightful! I don’t know who the stars of the trip were. Honestly, there were 
so many birds, that I can’t decide!! It could be the Peregrine Falcon or the Pied Avocet, or the Slaty-
backed Forktail. But I know one thing – I must return to see the Sultan Tit, of course! And now that I 
think about it, the Fire-Tailed Myzornis too. And the Brown Dipper. Oh, and the Long-Tailed Minivet. I 
completely forgot about them. Well, I think we should always miss some birds from our target lists, 
in that way we can come back to see it again!
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UP THERE (PART – 1)
DIBYENDU ASH &
ROZAN DHUNGEL

“12 AM: In the illuminated yet dark night at the edge of a glacial moraine, the cracking 
sounds of the geological activities continue deep inside the earth’s crust. Somewhere else 
wilderness of Sikkim sleeps soundly under the buzzing sound of crickets and howling dogs 
of villages.

1 AM: In frozen stark darkness while you hesitate to step out for a pee, peeping outside you 
experience as if someone cast lights on Frey’s Peak, Rathong Peak, Kabru North, Kabru 
Dome, etc. The entire gorge is flooded by moonlight and some choughs fly over and vanish 
behind the ridge. You got me right – We are at Himalayan Mountaineering Institute (HMI) 
base camp at 14,700 ft in the middle of a massive flat bowl flanked by the Khangchendzonga 
mountain range. “  

I think I should elaborate on the journey in detail instead of starting from the middle. Here 
is my story on being ‘Up There’ – 

The pandemic stricken year 2020 created massive periods of ‘doing-nothing-in-particular’ 
for me. Otherwise, in November I would have been on a bird-watching tour in the mystic 
North-east - Nagaland or eastern Arunachal or perhaps Bhutan. The year 2020 became 
much about spending holidays in the countryside and during November I planned for a 
trekking expedition along with my in-laws. Things do not always go as planned with friends, 
thus the initial group size of five soon shrunk to two— Rozan and me. 

The plight of birdwatchers like us, arriving in Yuksom is no fun, partly due to never-ending 
disastrous post-monsoon roads, along with the ruthlessness of the back seat of the Sumo 
Maxx vehicle. After the whole gruesome experience, we arrived at Yuksom Bazar much 
relieved, where Pentuk Limbo was waiting for us. He took us to the northernmost corner of 
the hamlet, towards the edge of the forest, where he resided.

Pentuk as a friend arranged Yaks and porters for our trekking and birding recce. We spent 
two nights of 26th and 27th November at his place relishing on sumptuous local chicken, 
cooked on an earthen chulla (oven). Pentuk’s home is surrounded by Uttish trees (Eng: 
Himalayan Alder), which is frequented by big flocks of Tibetan Serin. The northern corner 
of Yuksom is full of Himalayan Alder (Alnus nepalensis), which is used as furniture wood 
and its fallen branches as firewood. The Tibetan Serins mostly forage on this part. Fresh 
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lemongrass grows in the understory of this forest patch, where Eurasian Woodcocks and 
Black-tailed Crakes are sometimes seen in the winter months. There are plenty of birding 
excursion options at Yuksom.

28th November 2020:
It was the D-day for our 10-day trekking and bird watching in Khangchendzonga National 
Park. In the morning by 8 AM we 
procured all necessary permits and 
started our hike. The team consisted 
of two birdwatchers – me and Rozan, 
one trekking guide Tencho Limboo, one 
porter Tseten aka Bhaila, and two robust 
Zhos (a hybrid of Yak and domestic 
cattle) owned by Bhaila. 

The protected area, Khangchendzonga 
National Park has practically the most 
vertically varied biogeography between 
5,500 ft to the Khangchendzonga top. 
Along with, several religious and cultural 
fusions make it a UNESCO heritage site. 
This open-air museum is unique with its living and non-living specimens that exist here. 
Worthy of mention is the first bridge at Pahakhola, where Yellow-rumped Honeyguides 
can be seen frequenting around massive beehives in overhangs. There are many special 
mention birds around every nook and corner of this park. 

By11:30 AM, Tencho and Bhaila overtook us at the second bridge. We came across all four 
Shrike-babbler species in this stretch. Also, multiple mixed flocks of passerines kept us 
busy, and we did not realize when we arrived within the periphery of the Sachen campus. 
A trek of approximately 8 Kms. Little exploration around the campus yielded some more 
birds in the afternoon. 

Sachen log hut has two cabins. Since no other trekking groups arrived, we occupied both 
the cabins. After an early dinner at 7 PM, we dozed off. Until midnight it was sound sleep, 
however, we were jolted out of our deep sleep by sharp shrieks and screams of a Spot-
bellied Eagle Owl and a hooting Himalayan Owl that 
kept both of us awake for nearly an hour.

29th November 2020: 
Dawn starts at 5 AM roughly, and by 5:30 AM the 
campsite was well lit. Spot-winged Grosbeaks flocked 
to the nearby birch trees. Chestnut-crowned and Scaly 
Laughingthrushes with Blue Magpies came to sneak on 
kitchen waste. Unfortunately, we had to ignore Sachen 
birds to be on schedule. By 7 AM we started our trek 

Our Team (from left): Tseten Bhutia (Bhaila), Pentuk Limboo, 
Rozan, Dibyendu, and Tencho Limboo

Fire-tailed Myzornis near 
Rathong Chu bridge after Sachen
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to Tsoka. Early mornings, when the sun is not too scorching, birds are more approachable 
and thus we targeted to cover Sachen to Bakhim and Bakhim to Tsoka—a stretch of 10 km 

by 10 AM. 

On the way, we came across Alpine 
and Long-tailed Thrushes—both 
secretively foraging in big numbers. 
Fire-tailed Myzornis was sighted on 
multiple occasions in this stretch 
of Sachen and Bakhim, where oaks 
are the predominant tree species. 
Mostly they were seen foraging on 
Oak saps. Patches of this forest are 
very silent, and it gives you a feeling 
of zero-birdlife syndrome—at those 
places, tea-coffee breaks helped, 
and we played on mouth organs 
insanely to break the silence. The 
camera did not help us much to 
get a reasonable photograph in the 
dimly lit shades.

At Bakhim, Tseten aka Bhaila and Tencho served us piping hot chicken fried rice with 
Gorkha chutney. Ignoring the Nutcrackers and Yellow-billed Blue Magpies, which were in 
abundance around us, we devoured our brunch. We were 
merely 3 kilometers away from our next campsite and were 
not in a hurry to reach Tsoka so early. So, we let Bhaila and 
Tencho continue ahead of us, while we decided to cover this 
patch at a slower pace embracing the beauty around us. 

No special birds were spotted till we arrived at the periphery 
of Tsoka camp. Merely 500 meters away from the first set of 
hutments two pheasants sprinted into the bush - a female 

and an immature male 
Satyr Tragopan. The neck 
of the immature bird had 
some red patches, still 
not in full bloom like the 
fully mature male.

Two trekker groups arrived that day from Yuksom. So, 
we decided to pitch our tent away from them and chose 
the open patch near the Gompa. At 2 PM, Bhaila and 
Tencho started cooking for the evening and gave hay to 

A daily trail tracker cum itinerary

Overlooking Bakhim meadow and 
other hills down south. The tabletop 
of Dubdi Monastery (Yuksom) can be 
seen also.

Female of Satyr Tragopan, just before we arrived at Tsoka
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our Zhos; we stretched our legs in the tent for a while 
with butter tea and a little later, we moved toward the 
eastern ridge. With winter sun on our shoulder while 
at the breezy ridge at Tsoka, soon I plunged into a 
deep slumber on the grassy bed. 

I heard the camera shutter, with my eyes wide shut. 
Down in the bush, some movement had drawn Rozan’s 
attention. Lethargic Mr. Ash stood up and looked at 
Rozan, and the place where he pointed had a brilliant-
colored Satyr Tragopan male. This was practically an 
ostensible element of a dream. 

Dusk in these parts of the Himalayas sets in at 5 PM. Then 
onward ringing cowbells, neighing mules, and laddish 
discussions amongst trekkers break the eerie silence of 
the Tsoka forest. However, no one could be found awake 
beyond 7 PM because of tiredness.

30th November 2020:
Nights are long in winter, and you spend almost ten hours 
inside the tent, but here you get proper rest till the next 

daybreak. Roughly around 5 AM we move out of the tent. The grasses were frosted on the 
top, so was the exterior cover of the tent. 

It is fun to walk on a crunching frosted grass slope. Spotted and Black-faced Laughingthrushes 
moved at the edge of the campsite; so, did Mountain-finches, Rose-finches, and some 
Periparus-Tits, etc. Since we had planned for a full day in Tsoka; we spent our morning 
in Ghunsa. This place, like Sachen, Bakhim, and Tsoka, 
had human settlements before the declaration of the 
national park— KNP. Some foundation structures, 
stone walls, etc., still can be seen in this open meadow, 
where the human habitat existed. These grazing 
pastures are still invaded by the stray populations of 
trekking trail mules. Yellow-throated Martens passed 
us on occasions. Here, it chiefly hunts on slow-moving 
meadow birds, not missing whatever comes its way, 
within the tree canopy. 

We were back at our camp by 9 AM, where Tencho was 
waiting for us with breakfast. After having an appetizing 
soup, bread, and porridge, all four of us decided to hike down following the western ridge-till 
Bakhim meadow. Himalayan Griffons, Eurasian Crag Martins were seen flying in thermals 
below us. Down inside the jungle, except for some sporadic laughingthrush parties, nothing 
much was sighted. Just before reaching Bakhim meadow, a dead Serow calf was seen, 

From Tsoka meadows overlooking Dui-mane 
Dara and Mount Thangsing at the horizon

Satyr Tragopan male from the 
campus in the afternoon!

Moonrise from my tent at Tsoka, glittering 
mount Thangsing in the backdrop; 29th 
November 2020 was one phase shorter than 
the full moon
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and the carcass was full of maggots. On the other side a female Monal was foraging inside 
the secondary thicket; noticing our presence it dived down and disappeared into the forest 
below.

Back at the campsite, a stupendously large flock of 25 White-collared Blackbirds were 
sighted. The flock consisted of two Chestnut Thrushes also in it. Black-throated Thrushes 
of different ages, sexes, and molts were present near the Tsoka Gompa. 
Though we did not make any transition, we did two back-to-back steep hikes and covered 
more than 8 kilometers during the day, which was tiresome. The next day the plan was 
to cover from Tsoka to Dzongri, thus an early 
dinner and rest were advised.

1st December 2020:
Today, was a big trek – Tsoka to Dzongri —a 
7 km stretch along the camelback ridge and 
with roughly 2,700 ft ascent. We started our 
hike-cum-birding at 5:30 AM when it was still 
a little dark, but the birds were out and we 
could hear all of them being vocal in the first 
hour. Mostly Black-breasted Thrushes with 
their powerful rattles and squeaks broke the 
silence.

The entire trail between Tsoka to Dzongri is a log-laid timber track to avoid soil erosion and 
regular maintenance. Mostly birch branches are used here. The soil here is very slippery 
and to avoid skidding planks were laid. Woods kept on such highly wet and acidic type of 
soil does not rot and lasts longer. Trees along the trekking trail ridge were used to make 
the track. It is one of the most picturesque trekking trails in Sikkim. This timber laid track is 
very similar to Corduroy Road engineering. Apart from birch, this area has a predominant 
Rhododendron species variety also. Sadly, none were blooming due to the winter season. 

On our way, we caught sight of miscellaneous Laughingthrushes, Himalayan Monal, Tits, 
and their allies. Around 9 AM, a porter overtook us at the entrance of Phedong meadow. 
The young chap had around 40 plus kilos of weight in his Doko (a bamboo and cane knitted 
basket for carrying loads supported against the 
forehead by a flat headband). Reddened face and 
engrossed veins in his forehead and arms showed 
up the stamina and much-needed power he had, to 
carry such loads regularly. The young guy sat for a 
while in the resting shade at the corner of Phedang 
meadow and then continued his hike. I simply 
wondered how these boys so willingly and happily 
endure these harsh and hostile conditions. It is their 
way of life—so simple yet so tough!

The dead Serow calf (from Tsoka to Bakhim – western 
ridge trail)

Log-laid Corduroy trail between Tsoka and 
Phedang
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Meanwhile, after reaching Phedang meadow, we 
decided to explore a little on the eastern trail towards 
Kokchurang. We did not advance much, just from the 
edge below the rhododendron thicket loud chuckling 
of Blood Pheasant was heard. The flock was foraging 
on the pasture in search of disintegrated plant matters 
from Yak droppings, while some were turning the 
leaves of the forest floor in search of insects. The 
flock did not notice our presence and behaved more 
like farm-bred pheasants. We had boisterous fun after 
such a sighting. 

  
We headed further up and reached Deorali 
around 11:45 AM. Here we found an alienated 
landscape - Krummholz thicket at 4,000 meters. 
This looked like uprooted trees and devastation 
caused recently. Such deformation of vegetation 
takes place due to high wind. Over time, the 
trees’ growth becomes stunted, and branches 
become twisted and deformed. The wind is 
so strong that trunks are almost horizontally 
inclined. Imagine a forty-foot-high tree, where I 
am sitting (see below) just two feet above the 

ground on the paralleling inclined trunk of it. This vegetation is called ‘Krummholz’ form; it 
is a German word meaning ‘twisted wood’.

Here, for the first time since morning hike, we could hear the cowbells ringing far away 
from us—a signal that our logistics team was catching up with us. We had very little snacks 
in the early morning and carried some munchies, which we eventually finished. We waited 
for a while on a large block of rock and our support team appeared. While we were having 
food, a mountain weasel appeared out of nowhere. This curious creature kept us busy for 
nearly 15 minutes. When we were exhausted, we gave up hope to photograph it. 

 A female Himalayan Monal on Corduroy 
trail before reaching Phedang.

At Phedang meadow; Corduroy track that goes to 
Kokchurang; giant Silver Firs in the background

Some images of Blood Pheasant (state bird of Sikkim) from Phedang meadow
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We still had nearly 1.5 kilometers to go and 
darkness cloaked the high hills at 12:30 PM. Along 
the trekking trail, some translucent ice sheets had 
developed. These are also known as Black Ice. Black 
ices are known for accidents along the trekking 
trails. Any loss of traction, between your feet and 
ice sheet can result in ankle fracture to head injury 
or spine injury—these patches should be walked 
most cautiously. Though White-throated Redstarts 
were abundant here in the rhododendron shrub, we 
could not concentrate on them much because of 
our unbalanced footings. 

We arrived at the Dzongri campsite at 2 PM. However, we did not stay in log cabins. Our stay 
arrangements were done in the western ridge at a nomadic hutment, which was another 
15 minutes further up. These huts were previously used by Yak herders as summer grazing 
ground. After the declaration of a national park, prohibition on keeping private land inside 
protected areas has made these huts deserted. There are five such huts still in place, as 
they were for centuries since the time of the Chogyal 
kingdom. We were lucky to spend two nights in this 
Sheppard’s hut during our stay at Dzongri.

White-winged Grosbeaks, Alpine Accentors, and a 
large flock of Snow Pigeons were near our hut. It 
started drizzling from 4 PM. For a little while, we 
wrapped ourselves inside our sleeping bags, and 
then Tencho served us butter tea and ginger-garlic 
soup. He started preparing for our dinner also. 
Suddenly, the thumping sound of running semi-
wild yaks shook the earth and made us nervous. 
Something I never experienced before. This herd 
of nearly 40 yaks was looking for salt and dashed 
toward our hut. Bhaila understands Yaks well and the brave-hearted fellow stepped out of 
the hut and dumped a few handfuls of salt on the stone slabs. Within a fraction of a second, 
yaks of different age groups and sexes jostled to 
lick on the salt. 

Left by the shepherds in the late nineties, these 
semi-feral herds of yak are still present in the 
Dzongri campus. That night we had been in two 
minds whether to step out for nature’s call since 
the herd was just around our hut. However, Bhaila 
gave us mental strength and assured us that yaks 
are generally shy and there is no history of an 
attack on humans unless provoked. 

Posing against a Krummholz patch at Deorali 
Dara, before reaching Dzongri

Black Ice - It is very tough to get proper traction 
on such a super-glazed surface.

Excited! We posed for photos to cherish memories 
in later days!
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Here we pause. 

The concluding part we will continue in the next issue of Fantail.  The trek from 2nd December 
2020 to 6th December 2020, i.e. in the next phase, we will cover the stretch Dzongri to 
Rathong Glacier part and back to Yuksom. The second part should be more interesting as 
hardly any birder has covered this part of Sikkim. It would be a more breathtaking landscape 
that would make you gasp at the beauty while you struggle for your breath at such heights. 

……. To be continued  
    

Dibyendu Ash, founder of GoingWild LLP, freelance naturalist, with over a decade of birding in the 
North-East. A passionate trekker with biased love for Sikkim and its birds! 

Rozan Dhungel, a passionate bird lover and bird guide from Sikkim. Apart from bird watching, he 
loves solo-trekking to the remotest parts of his hill state with his guitar as accompaniment.

Crossword Clues
Down
1. The bar running through a feather forming the quill.
2. Sparrow, Thrush, Wren have this common prefix to 
their names
3. Discovered as a pair of strange feet in a cooking pot. 
A Forest partridge
4. One of the few birds with poison in their feathers and 
skin. Locals call it Rubbish bird; unfit for eating (6,7)
8. Skin seen hanging from above a male turkey’s beak.
12. Dead as a …

Across
 4. These birds (not found in India) can fly backwards. 
 5. The name misleadingly suggests a bird from Family 
Anatidae but is actually another name for the Crested 
Grebe (3,5).
 6. Not Alexander the Great’s Gordian but a bird. It has a 
colour prefix to its common name.
 7. Common name for both species: Greater or Lesser. 
Marshpipers. Begins with a colour.
 9. Long seasonal journey
10. The Cyclone Hud Hud was named after this bird
11. A type of stork

BIRD PUZZLE
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Going birding without a prior study about the species and location is like appearing in an 
exam without knowing the syllabus or appearing unprepared. Why only birding?  ..For me it 
is the same feeling with every visit to any wildlife destination. But this year 2021, at the end 
of March, something similar happened with me, when I got a sudden opportunity to visit 
the Himalayan Shangri-La. The dreamland – the home of so many threatened, rare, and 
elusive species of Himalayas.

Sikkim, the Himalayan Shangri-La, there is magic in this name! 

Along with the three other parts, West Sikkim always remains at the centre of attraction 
for birders, nature and adventure lovers. Primarily, because of Khangchandzonga National 
Park (KNP), also known as Khangchandzonga Biosphere Reserve and its surrounding trek 
routes. But my unexpected trip wasn’t to the birdwatching heavens like Okhrey, Versey. To 
be precise, it was the well-known tourist hotspot of West Sikkim– Pelling. Though only for 
one day, still it was going to be a much-needed refreshing change after the 1st wave of the 
Covid pandemic. I wasn’t concerned about the view of Mt. Kanchenjangha, which Pelling is 
mostly known for, what I was concerned about was the avian diversity in this dense land of 
hotels and luxurious resorts, and how would I get to explore that in this short period. Well, 
if you want to know about the ultimate result, then read on!  

We boarded our cab from Siliguri SNT stand and reached Jorthang around 2:30 pm, then 
left for Pelling via Geyzing. The vegetation beyond Geyzing was quite satisfying. It was 3.30 
pm, by the time we arrived at Pelling.  

I had doubts about how long I could stay outside that day, for birding, consequent to our 
late arrival. Nevertheless, I dashed out after a quick lunch. Realised, I had less than an hour 
to look for the trails. Just after walking few steps, all my doubts were dispelled when I made 
my first encounter with a tiny denizen the Fire-breasted Flowerpecker, singing constantly 
sitting atop a bamboo perch. While photographing the Flowerpecker, the call got mixed with 
another sweet call. A lifer this time! A Rufous-breasted Accentor, just at a few feet distance. 
This one allowed me to have some decent shots from close range. The next 45 minutes 
were quite fruitful with sightings of Green-backed Tit, Verditer Flycatcher, Sibia, etc.

UNPLANNED DAY-
UNSEEN TRAILS
DIPPROVO MAJUMDAR
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My plans to step out at night in search of owls 
could not materialise since the hotel authority 
didn’t allow, perhaps due to covid restrictions. 
Although this didn’t matter, as there was the 
hill itself to absorb and kill all my fatigue and 
frustrations. It had been almost a year of living in 
captivity (due to Covid), ultimately here I was in 
the hills, and that’s what kept me in high spirits, 
immersed in the dense darkness of the mountain 
night.

The next morning, I went out around 5:15 am, the 
weather was quite pleasant as it was springtime. I had already marked some trails for 
monitoring the previous day, especially those with enough presence of Rhododendron and 
Magnolias, as these blooming trees are one of the most favourite habitats for many birds. 
First, went to the one near the helipad, and as expected, almost six to seven Rufous Sibias 
were flying around the Rhododendron for nectar. 

The Rufous-breasted Accentor was also there on the same branch I had seen the previous 
day.  After spending a few minutes, I went to 
look around the stretch that went towards the 
Pemayangtse Monastery. Now, this was bliss, 
surprises one after the other, all other lifers I 
encountered during this trip were waiting for me 
on this road. 

The first one to encounter was the vibrant Blue-
fronted Redstart-(M) posing at just two meters 
distance. As the light shined better, Warblers and 
Tits started coming onto the mossy branches of 
the trees.

Grey-hooded Warbler, Blyth’s Leaf Warbler, Buff-barred, Ashy throated, Greenish and the 
beautiful Chestnut-crowned Warbler and many 
more. Not to be ignored, the chorus of Great 
Barbet and Grey Treepie added to the symphony. 
Very soon, a pair of Red-tailed Minla also came 
to have their breakfast and just behind them a 
Himalayan Bluetail, the second ‘lifer’ of this trip.

Then came the large members of the Niltava 
family – Large Niltava. Both the male and female 
allowed me to have shots as desired. It was quite 
a surprise to see that they were neither disturbed 
nor even bothered about my presence, sometimes 

Rufous Sibia 

Rufous-breasted Accentor

Blue-fronted Redstart
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I was getting as close as one to two meters distance, but they were accommodative. It was 
amazing to see such avian density in this small 
patch, at times I even got confused about which 
one to focus on.

Checked my wristwatch, and yes it was time for 
the little colour bombs. On my way, I found a few 
Jessamine and bamboo trees, which are ideal 
for sunbirds. Walked around the trail in search 
of those. I could hear the chirpings of Bushtits 
over the bamboo tops, for a fraction of seconds it 
seemed probably I had spotted a Black-throated 
Parrotbill but wasn’t sure about that. Now could 
hear a familiar song, ah! Yes, there it was– a Mrs 
Goulds. I didn’t notice that another guy was hovering over the jessamine flowers – Mr 
Green-tailed! Though I couldn’t frame both these sunbirds due to distractions, watching 
their behaviour was certainly a treat to the eyes.

Time flew along with the floating clouds over the 
lush green hills. Time to get back was coming 
closer, and soon my phone rang – our returning 
car had arrived at the resort. On my way back to 
the resort, spotted another tiny cutie, the last lifer 
from this trip – Chestnut-headed Tesia, jumping 
around a leaked water channel pipe. Couldn’t 
manage to photograph as it had also started to 
drizzle and thus had to restrain my camera inside 
the bag.

In this unexpected and unplanned trip, I 
accomplished the ultimate result! The hills, the 
view from the car’s window and above all the 
gorgeous birds and their diversity will remain 
etched inside me forever.  This trip has made me 
resolve one thing for sure  … to revisit. Will be back 
very soon to explore again the avian diversity and 
the beauty of nature in this dense land of resorts, 
hills and valleys. 

Note: All photographs are shared under Attribution CC BY-4.0 

Red-tailed Minla

Large Niltava (M)

Large Niltava (F)

Dipprovo Majumdar is a nature lover, wildlife photographer, traveller, sports-freak and a student 
with keen interest in conservation of threatened & rare species. Currently pursuing his Bachelors’ 
study at Siliguri.
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BIRDS ARE WEALTH OF 
ENVIRONMENT
( pu - ha - wanamray-kundhay- Ro)

IKLA LIMBOO
Hello ( sewaro),
Living in nature and Living with nature has always been man’s first  choice . 
Either he can live in nature or with nature . 
Most people choose living in nature because they seek peace and a healthy environment, 
while the others choose to live with nature  because they worship the nature, for they are 
willing to go into the depth of nature.
In the Limbu Culture, people love  nature, animals and birds. They worship them as they 
believe God lives in them .
To name few birds in Limbu Language, they are:

Duck ( pel-lak-wa)      Blood Peasant (mel-lak-wa)
Domestic Fowl ( wa )    Pigeon (peh-wa)
Yellow-bellied fantail flycatcher ( pu-ye-ma) Woodpecker (kha-Rang-ba)

Bird watching, an activity which engages an individual into not only learning the names of 
the birds but also their habitat, their colour, their sound and their food habits.
To talk about Birdwatching activity in our place-Yuksom West Sikkim,  it’s rare to find folks, 
who are really interested in it. But among all those fews, they give their time and devotion 
in carrying out their task. Their love for birds and their interest in birdwatching have instilled 
among them the love for mother earth.
If I was asked how did I develop my interest in birdwatching. I would proudly answer, saying 
“the person who introduced me to these beautiful species of nature was my Dad”. 
Yes! My Dad inspired me along with all other children who showed their interests in Birds. 
Going every day to the jungle , noting down names and clicking pictures of birds has always 
and will always be a fun activity for all of us. 
A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the imagination, and instil a love of learning. 
So in our way of learning, we met Dibyendu sir, who taught us skills and techniques to learn 
bird watching. 
Organising workshop, taking out on a hike, and everything he has done for us we are forever 
thankful to him for that.
We learned, we enjoyed.

Ikla Limboo, fond of nature and it’s beauty, aspires to become an environmentalist. Currently 
pursuing graduation in a Government College at Gangtok - East Sikkim.
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Starting from Right front : Logi Hangma Limboo (class 7) , Yanu Hang Limboo ( class 4) [ Left 
Side].   
Starting from Right corner: Nusenla Limboo ( class 5) , Sandhya Limboo ( class 7 ) [ Left Side]

Having been doing bird watching for a year and half has been exciting for them . Jotting 
down the birds names on notebook to learning the names of the birds has always been 
their first choice as a learned students.

BIRDS OF OUR AREA 
YUKSOMITES
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Bird watchers say that there are about 18,000 avian species; worldwide. Some birds are 
tiny. The Cuban Bee hummingbird (Mellisuga helenae), which is a tad over two inches long 
holds the record for being the world’s smallest bird. The Wandering Albatross (Diomedea 
exulans) has the largest wingspan while the Ostrich (Struthio camelus) takes the top 
slot when it comes to mass. Of course had the extinct Elephant bird (Aepyornis sp) of 
Madagascar still been around it would have left the Ostrich feeling it was size Zero. Yet 
none of these records would be of any value had it not been for the first birds that evolved 
and went on to fill our world with colour and song.

So, which was the first bird that ever existed? Could it fly or did it simply glide? Was it just 
one species that sprouted feathers-the avian hallmark that distinguishes birds from all 
other creatures? Or were there many species that may lay claim to being our first feathered 
friends? Fossils hold the clue…and luckily, in recent times many new “early birds” have 
emerged from their hidey-holes.

The first ‘bird’ to catch scientific attention was the 150-million year old Archaeopteryx 
lithographica. Archaeo-pteryx is a clever combination of two Greek words meaning Ancient 
and Wings! This fossil was discovered in the limestone quarries of Solnhofen, Germany 
and hence also goes by the German name Urvogel. The German name means ‘First bird.’ 
Archaeopteryx was discovered in 1861 and from that moment onwards, it sparked 
enormous debate. This was because this fossil showed all the characteristics of being a 
dinosaur; except for one distinguishing trait that set it apart! It had feathers. 

Yet, so reptilian were its bony details that one fossil specimen with rather poorly preserved 
imprints of feathers was identified as Compsognathus; a small, dinosaur that walked on 
two legs.  Archaeopteryx had clawed-toes and long, strong legs. It had reptilian features 
such as  teeth instead of a beak, jaw bones and its spine ended in a bony tail.  Yet, the tail 
exhibited clear signs of having borne feathers. This clinched the argument that the early 
birds were in fact more like small dinosaurs and markedly different from their contemporary 
avian counterparts. 

Initially, Archaeopteryx was positioned as a transitional form between birds and reptiles, 
and celebrated as the earliest-known bird.

THE EARLY BIRDS
DR SUKANYA DATTA
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Over time, the lofty throne on which Archaeopteryx was placed, largely thanks to the 
presence of feathers, was challenged quite a few times. However, most scientists accepted 
that it resembles the group of dinosaurs classified as the Maniraptora much more than it 
resembles modern birds. Some claimed that Archaeopteryx is not the grand-daddy of all 
birds but should be placed on the evolutionary side line- a sort of dead-end.

Now, again its exalted position seems to have been restored thanks to the discovery of a 
hitherto unstudied fossil of a species that has been named Archaeopteryx albersdoerferi. 
Apparently it had been discovered in a quarry in Germany and given the name the Phantom. 
In 2009, it came into the possession of palaeontologist Raimund Albersdörfer and scientists 
at the University of Pavol Jozef Šafárik in Slovakia studied it using hi-tech instruments that 
showed this species had hollow bones- an adaptation for flight. Their studies have replaced 
Archaeopteryx at the bottom of the avian evolutionary lineage.

Apart from Archaeopteryx, examples of other early birds include Confuciusornis sanctus. 
It lived 125 million years ago, in China. It’s claim to fame is that it is one of the earliest birds 
to have a toothless beak.

Then, there is the fossilised sparrow-sized Liaoningornis, whose name means ‘Bird of 
Liaoning.’ It was discovered in China. Liaoningornis sports a breastbone similar to modern 
birds, complete with fossilized evidence that it had strong flight muscles.

To further complicate the story of avian lineage is the fossil of a hen-sixed creature named 
Xiaotingia zhengi. It superficially, at least, looks a lot like Archaeopteryx except that it is 
fully-feathered. Its head, limbs and body bore feathers and it is conjectured that it could fly 
short distances using its hind limbs as wings. However, all its other features more closely 
resemble dinosaurs. Thus, it has been classified as one.

Interestingly, the fossilised remains of the pheasant-sized Aurornis xui that reportedly lived 
about ten million years earlier than Archaeopteryx, also presents a similar conundrum. 
The name Aurornis means Daybreak/Dawn and hints that this species evolved early in 
avian lineage. The species name xui honours Chinese palaeontologist Xu Xing. Aurornis 
displays evidence of clawed wings, which is interesting because the chicks of the Hoatzin 
(Opisthocomus hoazin) still bear two large claws on each wing. 

Aurornis xui was formally described as recently as 2013 although there is some controversy 
about the provenance of the fossil itself and there is a chance that it may have been actually 
discovered in Liaonin. Some scientists believe it was previously studied as Anchiornis 
huxleyi. Anchiornis means ‘Near-bird’ and huxleyi honours English biologist Thomas Henry 
Huxley. Fossils of Anchiornis have only been found in Liaoning. It exhibits signs of having 
borne both scales and feathers. The feathers on the wings were like quills.

Then, there is the one and only known fossil specimen, now displayed in a museum in 
Beijing. This fossil is that of Epidexipteryx hui. It was discovered in Inner Mongolia and 
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locally named Hushi Yaolong meaning palaeontologist Hu Yaoming’s dragon. That it is 
called a dragon and not a bird testifies to its dinosaur-like looks. The feathers on its body 
are attracting a lot of scientific scrutiny since these may represent stages in the evolution 
of modern-day feathers.

The study of how birds arose is replete with mystery and there are schools of differing 
thoughts. The last word on the EARLIEST bird is a long way from being said. Yet, perhaps 
we can say that while the early bird catches the worm; palaeontologists catch the early 
birds!
  
Dr. Sukanya Datta is the Chief Scientist with the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. She 
has over two decades of experience in the field of science communication. Amongst the few women 
science fiction writers of India, with four published collections and many science books.  

BIRD PUZZLE ANSWER
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GOD HAS HELPED
MEGHNA MISTRI

“Ladies and gentlemen, I am Lazarus. And I am reborn!”
Professor Richard Lazarus (The Lazarus Experiment, Doctor Who, BBC)

The name Lazarus is derived from the Hebrew  (read Eleazar), which translates to 
“God has helped”. In the Bible, Lazarus was resurrected by 
Jesus, four days after his death. In the medical field, the 
Lazarus phenomenon is a delayed return of spontaneous 
circulation, after CPR has been ceased.

In a similar vein, in palaeontology, a Lazarus taxon is one 
that has disappeared for some periods from the fossil 
record - only to reappear. An example are the coelacanths 
(Coelacanthiformes), an order or fish consisting of two 
species, which is the sole member of a Lazarus taxon. The 
oldest known fossils date back further than 410 million 
years old, and was thought to have become extinct in the 
Late Cretaceous period - about 66 million years ago. In 1938, 
however, live coelacanths were found off the South African 
coast - thus earning it the title of a Lazarus taxon.

A related concept in conservation biology, is the Lazarus 
species. A species that was widely thought of to be extinct, 
but later proved otherwise - by rediscovery, is referred to as 
a Lazarus species. The difference between a Lazarus taxon 
and a Lazarus species is simple - the latter has not existed 
or been extinct for long enough to ever appear in the fossil 
record; the time frame for the latter is in years, instead of 
periods like the former.

The most famous example of a Lazarus species, is that of 
the Bermuda petrel (Pterodroma cahow) - the second rarest 
seabird on Earth. Also simply called the cahow (derived from 
its call), this seabird was thought to be extinct since 1620 
- until 330 years later in 1951, when 18 nesting pairs were 
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found on a group of uninhabited rocky islands in Bermuda. Owing to David B. Wingate’s 
efforts, by the 2011-12 breeding season, the cahow passed 
100 pairs.

Another is the Jerdon’s courser (Rhinoptilus bitorquatus) - a 
wader bird. It was discovered in 1848, and assumed extinct 
- all our knowledge came from historical records. However, 
the bird was rediscovered in 1986, through camera trappers 
- though it is still an extremely rare sighting, as population 
estimates set the range between 50 and 250.

Moving away from birds, let’s look at a more evasive example - the La Palma giant lizard. 
After being considered extinct for almost 500 years, there were sightings of a large lacertid, 
which may possibly be the La Palma giant lizard - though this conclusion is doubtful, even 
with the photographic evidence that we have. At present, it has not been possible to capture 
a single living individual for study, and it is assumed that if any population does exist - it 
would be very, very tiny.

Some problems do arise when dealing with Lazarus taxa and species. The most evident 
one is that there is no set duration for the gap in the fossil record - thus, one might argue 
that any gap could be the base for a Lazarus taxon. Some scientists believe that generally 
studying the number of species, along with changes in biodiversity that may cause the 
rise and fall in the numbers, is more important than simply categorizing one as a Lazarus 
species.

However, the strongest argument for Lazarus species, is the hope associated with the 
same - and hope and positivity is a stronger igniter for change, than despair. To the general 
public, learning about the comeback story of a species that was thought to be lost forever, 
does wonders for piquing one's interest in environmental and conservational issues.

“Lazarus, back from the dead. Should've known, really.”
The Tenth Doctor (The Lazarus Experiment, Doctor Who, BBC)

Citations:
Ghedoghedo, “Fossil of Coelacanthus, an extinct coelacanth”, distributed under a CC BY-SA 3.0 
license.
Ballista, “Latimeria chalumnae model in the Oxford University Museum of Natural History, showing 
the coloration in life,” distributed under a CC BY-SA 3.0 license.
Richard Crossley, “Bermuda Petrel From The Crossley ID Guide: Eastern Birds,” distributed under a CC 
BY-SA 3.0 license.
PJeganathan, “Camera trap photograph of the Jerdon's Courser,” distributed under a CC BY-SA 3.0 
license.

Meghna Mistri is a physics undergrad, with an interest in all things science, science fiction and 
fantasy -  particularly the natural world.
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Supriyo Ghatak is an engineer turned teacher. Now posted near Jalpaiguri, where 
wandering through the hills and forests form his favourite relaxation. While he 
paints and sketches, drawing cartoons is a subject close to his heart.
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SONEBHADRA 
SANCHITA DEY

I was clueless about the nature of the place I was heading for, as I boarded Shaktipunj 
Express. It would land me at 4 am. next morning, in Chopan, ahead of Renukoot from 
where a vehicle would transport me to Obra in Sonbhadra dist., (UP), beyond which lay 
Singrauli (MP), and the train ran through Obra where my brother was posted at a thermal 
power project. Nothing made sense but there I was at the break of dawn, one that I will 
never want to experience again. Certainly not a destination for a traveler or a nature lover. 
Columns of dust reached right up to the sky as our vehicle jostled fitfully over a field of 
craters. The surroundings were enveloped in a thick dull grey haze. As I later came to know, 
Obra had some 200 stone crusher mines most of them illegal, mowing down the Vindya 
and Kaimur ranges, that fell in that area. The hills are regularly blasted, sometimes as deep 
as 100 feet underground and sadly the hills, though dry and barren, will be there no more. 
A part of India's topography will be wiped out.

Curiosity gets the better of me and some notes are collected. It shows the presence of a 
huge dam on the Sone for the Obra hydel power plant. River Sone meanders through the 
district and some villages with green cultivated fields and catchment lakes in between 
forested mountains, have managed to survive. This is best seen on either side of the 
Chopan Varanasi highway, with the Chandraprabha Wildlife Sanctuary in between. 

It is evening and I am heading for the dam site. Labor camps on either side of a pitted 
muddy track. On the other side of the railway line, rigs and cranes of the thermal power 
plant raise their tall heads with all the impudence they can command. I am being taken 
through the muddy craters and reeking ditches, with brother silently cursing me all the way. 
Cattle and buffalo, swine/sow, goat and sheep, man and wife, toil, eat, sleep and engage 
around the same filth. Enough to put you completely off. Why did I attempt this at all? 
Finally, the dam is reached and except for the vast stretch of water and a chugging train 
crossing it, I do not find an iota of wildlife worth interest. BUT... There was a line of low 
forested hills around it AND on the way, a large tract of reeds and grassland beside the 
railway track had been spotted. Forested hills, reed-filled marshland, dry grassland. Not 
bad. My schedule was made.

The next 2 days I was stationed there, along the road, morning and evening scouring the 
tiny oasis, hitherto unchartered by anyone. Of special interest was a large lotus pond at the 
foot of the forests just where the hills rose. I went to the same place for 3 consecutive years 
and tabulated my observations for different seasons as mentioned below. Many were lifers 
for me, incidentally.
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26th September 2018
1.Grey Francolin - only calls were heard from several direc-
tions from the undergrowth and marshes.
2. Spotted Dove (about 15 approx.)
3. Laughing Dove (about 12 approx.)
4.Yellow-footed Green Pigeon (about 10 approximately, 
alighted atop a large tree where 2 Indian Grey Hornbills 
were also seen later)
5. Greater Coucal (2) 
6. Asian Koel (2)
7. White-breasted Waterhen (2)
8. Red-wattled Lapwing (about 5 approx.)
9. Snipe (unidentified) – saw one fly away from the base 
of the swamps 
10. Little Cormorant (about 5 approx.)
11. Cattle Egret (about 10 approx.)
12. Indian Pond Heron (about 12 approx.)
13. Shikra (2 approx.)
14. Black Kite (about 12 approx.)
15. Indian Grey Hornbill (2 of them flew out of a large tree 
that stood on a grassy field at the base of the forested hill-
ock)
16. White-throated Kingfisher (about 5 approx.)
17. Green Bee Eater (about 20 approx.)
18. Indian Roller (about 5 approx.)
19. Rose-ringed Parakeet (about 8 approx.)
20. Brown Shrike (about 4 approx.)
21. Long-tailed Shrike (about 4 approx.)
22. Black Drongo(about 12 approx.)
23. Rufous Treepie (about 4 approx.)
24. House Crow (about 30 approx.)
15. Indian Jungle Crow (2 approx.)
16. Rufous-tailed Lark (2 of them were foraging in the grass 
on a large field in the early morning sun)
17. Wire-tailed Swallow (1 of them was perched on the 
electric wire, preening itself. Other swallows were seen fly-
ing above but I could not identify them)
18. Red-vented Bulbul (about 10 approx.)
19. Blyth’s Reed Warbler (about 4 approx.)
20. Common Tailorbird (about 4 approx.)
21. Grey-breasted Prinia (about 4 to 5 of them were seen 
moving over the hedges of the scrubland at the foothills of 
the hillocks near the huge Obra dam. They were chirping 
sweetly while preening in the sun.)
22. Ashy Prinia (there were lots of them among the reeds 
and tall shrubs and appeared from almost all corners.)
23. Plain Prinia (they were there among the reeds and 
grasses along with the Ashy Prinias. Their call differenti-
ated them.)
24. Oriental White Eye (About 15 of them suddenly alighted 
on a large tree on the fringes of the dam)
25. Large Grey Babbler (about 4 to 5 of them were seen 
moving over and in between the hedges)
26. Jungle Babbler (about 6 to 7 of them were seen moving 
over the hedges)
27. Indian Robin (This beautiful bird was seen almost all 
along, everywhere, their mantle glistening in the sun)
28. Oriental Magpie Robin (about 10 of them approx.)
29. Asian Pied Starling (about 30 of them approx.)
30. Brahminy Starling (This beautiful starling was seen 

aplenty, perched on the electric wires)
31. Common Mynah (about 25 to 30 of them approx.)
32. Bank Mynah (there were lots of them along the road.)
33. Purple Sunbird (about 4 of them were seen and one in 
eclipse plumage.)
34. House Sparrow (about 15 to 20 of them approx.)
35. Red Avadavat (about 10 of them were seen among the 
reeds, the males leaving a red trail as they flew back and 
forth)
36. Indian Silverbill (about 15 of them were moving along 
with the red avadavats)
37. Scaly Breasted Munia (they were there in large num-
bers, fearless as they foraged in the dry grass very close to 
where I stood, among the reeds and on the wires.)

26th May 2019
Same spot, same time in the morning. The 
summer sun was at its cruelest, sending 
heat waves through the layers and layers 
of dust and grime, but that large patch of 
lotuses in full bloom took my breath away. 
Huge trees had been felled for all kinds of 
industrial activity and the gentle giants lay 
on the sides of the rail track. However, my 
oasis provided much-needed succor. It was 
quite a busy patch this time with chicks just 
out of their nests.

1.Indian Peafowl’s calls could be heard all over
2. Gray Francolin's early morning calls came from the grass 
and scrubland.
3. White-breasted Waterhen 
4. Rock Pigeon
5. Spotted Dove
6. Asian Koel 
8. Eurasian Moorhen couples with lots of juveniles
9. Bronze-winged Jacanaadults with juveniles
10. Cattle Egret lots of them 
11. Cinnamon Bittern with juveniles. My heart had stopped 
for a moment thinking they were great bitterns
12. Indian Pond Heron 
13. Black Kite  
14. Indian Grey Hornbill 
15. White-throated Kingfisher 
16. Common Kingfisher 
24. House Crow (about 30 approx.)
18. Red-vented Bulbul (about 10 approx.)
22. Ashy Prinia 
23. Plain Prinia
25. Large Grey Babbler 
28. Oriental Magpie Robin (about 10 of them approx.)
29. Asian Pied Starling (about 30 of them approx.)
30. Brahminy Starling
31. Common Mynah 
32. Bank Mynah
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8thSeptember 2019
Observed almost the same birds, but lesser species. 3 new species were observed.
1. Lesser Whistling Duck
3. Yellow-eyed Babbler
4. Dusky Crag Martin

27th December 2019
Smog and extreme cold but there I was at the same place. Species observed in the same 
marshes and grasslands
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1. Indian peafowl
2. Gray Francolin
3. Laughing Dove
4.  Spotted Dove
5. Greater Coucal
6. Eurasian Moorhen
7. Little Cormorant
8. Indian Pond Heron
9. Black Drongo
10. Long-tailed Shrike
11. House Crow
12. Ashy Prinia
13. Plain Prinia
14. Barn Swallow
15. Red-vented Bulbul
16. Common Chiffchaff
17. Large Gray Babbler
18. Jungle Babbler

19. Common Mynah
20. Bank Mynah
21. Indian Robin
22. House Sparrow
23. Gray Wagtail
24. Paddyfield Warbler

In a different habitat on the adjoining 
cultivated fields of mustard and radishes 
and other winter produce.

24. Bluethroat
25. Black Redstart
26. Siberian Stonechat
27. Paddyfield Pipit
28. Indian Roller

Soon after, came the covid and the lockdown. Would have liked to see the changes, if any 
just after the lockdown but 'Do not go out unless absolutely necessary' halted any such 
misadventure.

All that remains, is a fragile thread of hope that perhaps all is not lost. Nature shall redeem 
itself if left alone. The ancient un-navigable forests of Shringi, from which adjoining Singrauli 
derived its name, will perhaps, never be back because they spelled their own doom. The 
rich timber and huge coal reserves underneath lured usurpers from long past and till the 
very present. I hope a day will come when the abuse is complete and this land will be left 
alone to be reborn.
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Sanchita Dey, a practising architect and interior designer, excited about travelling with a deep 
love for nature. Once a passionate trekker of the Himalayas, now a committed  bird watcher.

Species
Numbers 
sighted Species

Numbers 
sighted Species

Numbers 
sighted Species

Numbers 
sighted

1 Lesser Whistling Duck 10 Indian Peafowl 2 Gray Wagtail 2 Indian Peafowl 2
2 Gray Francolin 8 Gray Francolin 1 Indian Peafowl Gray Francolin 1
3 Spotted Dove 20 Rock Pigeon 20 Laughing Dove 5 Rock Pigeon
4 laughing Dove 12 Spotted Dove 18 Spotted Dove 12 Spotted Dove
5 Yellow-footed Green-pigeon 10 Asian Koel 4 Greater Coucal 4 Asian Koel 4
6 Greater Coucal 4 Eurasian Moorhen 4 Eurasian Moorhen 4 Eurasian Moorhen 4
7 Asian Koel 2 White-breasted Waterhen 4 Little Cormorant 5 Waterhen 4
8 White-breasted Waterhen 2 Bronze-winged Jacana 6 Indian Pond-heron 2 Bronze-winged Jacana 6
9 Red-wattled Lapwing 5 Cinnamon Bittern 3 Black Drongo 8 Cinnamon Bittern 3

10 Common Snipe 2 Cattle Egret 18 Long Tailed Shrike 5 Cattle Egret
11 Little Cormorant 5 Pond-heron 4 House Crow 18 Pond-heron 4
12 Cattle Egret 10 Indian Gray Hornbill 2 Ashy Prinia 6 Indian Gray Hornbill 2
13 Indian Pond-heron 12 Common Kingfisher 1 Barn Swallow 6 Common Kingfisher 1

14 Shikra 2 White-throated Kingfisher 1 Red Vented Bulbul 8
White-throated 
Kingfisher 1

15 Black Kite 12 House Crow 22 Common Chiffchaff 2 House Crow
16 Indian Gray Hornbill 2 Ashy Prinia 6 Large Gray Babbler 4 Ashy Prinia 6
17 White-throated Kingfisher 5 Plain Prinia 2 Jungle Babbler 7 Plain Prinia 2
18 Indian Roller 5 Red Vented Bulbul 4 Common Myna 25 Red Vented Bulbul 4
19 Green Bee-eater 20 Large Gray Babbler 1 Indian Robin 4 Large Gray Babbler 1
20 Rose-ringed Parakeet 8 Asian Pied Starling 55 House Sparrow 25 Asian Pied Starling
21 Black Drongo 12 Brahminy Starling 2 Paddyfield Warbler 2 Brahminy Starling 2
22 Brown Shrike 1 Bank Myna 16 Black Redstart 1 Bank Myna
23 Long-tailed Shrike 4 Indian Robin 4 Bluethroat 2 Indian Robin 4
24 House Crow 30 Oriental Magpie Robin 4 Siberian Stonechat 1 Oriental Magpie Robin 4
25 Large-billed Crow 2 House Sparrow 35 Paddyfield pipit 2 House Sparrow
26 Rufous-tailed Lark 2 Indian Roller 2
27 Common Taillorbird 4
28 Gray-breasted Prinia 4
29 Ashy Prinia 12
30 Plain Prinia 5
31 Blyth's Reed Warbler 2
32 Wire-tailed Swallow 2
33 Red-vented Bulbul 10
34 Indian White-eye 12
35 Large Gray Babbler 6
36 Jungle Babbler 6
37 Asian Pied Starling 35
38 Brahminy Starling 6
39 Common Myna 20
40 Bank Myna 20
41 Indian Robin 8
42 Oriental Magpie-Robin 6
43 Purple Sunbird 4
44 Indian Silverbill 12
45 Scaly-breasted Munia 15
46 Red Avadavat 8
47 House Sparrow 15

May 01. 2019

Date-wise  List of Species sighted at Sonbhadra

Dec 27, 2019
Sl No

Sep 08, 2019Sep 26, 2018
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BIODIVERSITY 
OF TAJPUR
PRIYAM CHATTOPADHYAY

Along the shoreline of Bengal lie several visibly nondescript villages that attract very few 
tourists due to a lack of proper infrastructure for mainstream tourism. For the last few 
years the village of Tajpur, Purba Medinipur (West Bengal) remained quite much the same 
but it struck the right balance between being a rowdy, touristy beach and a virgin piece of 
Nature.

Tajpur’s natural habitat can be classified into 6 zones: the Beach, the estuarine mudflats, 
the Casuarina forest, the wetlands, the cultivation lands, and the water-bodies of the fish-
eries. 

Tajpur lies between the two prominent estuaries, the Champa and Chinai, the closer one 
being the Chinai Estuary colloquially called the Tajpur Mohona. The mudflats that rise at 
low tide are home to mudskippers and other aquatic species that attract a range of waders 
like Common Sandpipers, Curlew Sandpipers, Little Stints, Temminck’s Stints, Kentish and 
Lesser Sand Plovers, Pacific Golden Plovers, and Little Egrets.

The Tajpur Estuary
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The main beach has more sand than mud and silt, thus attracting very few waders than it 
normally would but you would find Little Stints, Temminck’s Stints, Kentish, and Lesser 
Sand Plovers scattered near the water puddles at low tides. At high tides, Great Crested 
Terns and Pallas’s Gulls make a flight from the West to the East overflying Tajpur on the 
way.

The Casuarinas form an integral part of Tajpur’s bird zone. They are the home to the lesser 
seen White-browed Bulbul, Indian Paradise Flycatchers, Indian Rollers, Verditer Flycatch-
ers, Taiga Flycatchers, Spotted Owlets, Shikras, Orioles, Bronzed Drongos, Olive-backed 
Pipits in their respective seasons.

Pacific Golden Plover Kentish Plover 

Little EgretCommon Sandpiper

Little StintsPallas’s Gull
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Black-hooded Oriole

Olive-backed PipitTaiga Flycatcher

Bronzed Drongo

Indian Roller

Shikra

Indian Golden Jackal
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Animal Life here is also fascinating: Indian Golden Jackal, Jungle Cats, and Mongooses are 
not a rare sight.

Lesser Whistling Ducks Black-winged Stilt

White-throated Kingfisher

Common Hoopoe Indo-Chinese Roller

Green Bee-Eaters

The Wetlands are a habitat to Lesser Whistling Ducks, Black-winged Stilts, Common Snipes, 
Black Bitterns, Yellow Bitterns, Cinnamon Bitterns, Jacanas, White-breasted Waterhens, 
etc.
The Cultivation fields are habitats to Paddyfield Pipits, Common Hoopoe, Green Bee-eaters, 
Jungle Crows (which dominate in number over the House Crows), Indian Rollers and its 
black-billed subspecies—the Indo-Chinese Roller.
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The Alampur Fisheries, which is the gateway to the entire Tajpur, serves as a great place 
for the Herons and Egrets alongside the Ducks that winter in these parts: Gadwalls, Gar-
ganeys, etc. 

However, pollution from growing Tourism and pressure on lands being forcibly converted 
for building resorts and hotels is throwing a daily challenge to the flora and fauna of the 
region. Adding to that, the tropical cyclones ravage these parts regularly in recent years: 
Amphan, Yaas and even more to come in the coming years have turned the landscape 
completely on its head. The Casuarinas have been erased by a whopping 70% and damp 
bogs have formed inside the Casuarina forests due to the storm waters not receding for a 
long time. The wetlands have seen an unprecedented monopoly of water lilies and lots of 
other water plants probably due to altered pH levels of water due to saltwater surges during 
the storms.

However much the waves of uncertainty seem to rise, Nature is trying its best to survive 
and flourish in these nondescript pockets of the coastal village of Tajpur amidst all adver-
sities. Tajpur is still looking for a rainbow of hope to shine.

Priyam Chattopadhyay, a Software engineer by profession, is looking for escapades into nature. 
Watching, photographing and writing about nature and its winged wonders immensely interests 
him.
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BIRDING THE 
BAJITPUR AND 
KHANDUA CHAURS
MAJ B S PARIHAR

Early in January 2021, the Birdwatchers’ Society received an email from the Forest 
Department, Govt. of West Bengal, to assist them in conducting the Annual Winter 
Waterfowl Count (AWWC). To complete the task, several teams were formed to cover all 
major waterbodies of West Bengal, on the designated days.

A small team, consisting of Sujan Chatterjee, Secretary BWS, Arka Sarkar, President HEAL 
and Maj B S Parihar, set out for Malda in the early hours of 21 January 2021, to conduct the 
AWWC at Farakka Barrage, Farakka NTPC Ash Pond, Ahiron Wetlands, Sagardighi Ash Pond, 
Bajitpur Chaur, Khandua Chaur, Bakreshwar Dam and Ballavpur WLS. Of special interest to 
this team, were the two areas of Bajitpur and Khandua, which had never been explored 
before, as they are located on the International Border between India and Bangladesh.

Permission to conduct the survey at Bajitpur and Khandua was duly obtained from the 
Border Security Force (BSF) at Malda. The authorities were kind enough to arrange for the 
conduct of the survey through their Border Out Posts (BOPs) at Bajitpur and Khandua.

Early morning, on 25 
January 2021, the team set 
out from Malda towards 
Bajitpur along with an 
escort provided by the BSF. 
At Umarpur, we waited for 
another BWS Team from 
Murshidabad to join us. 
On a cold winter morning, 
while waiting for the team 
from Murshidabad to 
arrive, we chanced upon 
a local delicacy, known as 
‘Kalai Roti’, a rustic roti, 
made of Urad Dal, cooked 
in an earthen vessel (Kalai) 
and served hot with green 
chutney. 
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The team from Murshidabad, comprising of Biswajit Singh, Asabul Islam, Abhijit Roy and 
Ujjal Kumar Das joined us shortly and the convoy moved towards Bajitpur, via Jangipur. 
Locating the Bajitpur BOP proved to be a task in itself, even with a BSF escort with us. 
Finally, at around 10:30 am, we reached Bajitpur BSF Camp. After meeting the young 
Company Commander (Coy Cdr) and experiencing the BSF hospitality, we decided to do 

what we were there for. 

To reach our target area, we were required to cross a pontoon bridge on River Padma. 
While members of the survey party crossed the bridge on foot, the two vehicles were driven 
across. Thereafter, BSF provided us with an escort Gypsy 
to lead the convoy. We were finally on the chaur.

Our excitement knew no bounds, on realizing that no one 
had ever birded this area before. It was virgin territory. The 
BSF Gypsy led us on a dirt track, barely wide enough to 
accommodate a vehicle. On both sides of this track, there 
was a vast expanse of mustard fields. The mustard plants 
were taller than the vehicles, and the yellow mustard 
flowers made it look surreal. We sighted our first wildlife, 
a pair of Jackals, who had inhabited some bales of straw. 
Both individuals stared at us in amazement. Further ahead, 
a solitary White-tailed Stonechat appeared, perched 
relaxingly on the mustard plant. The yellow background 
gave it a picture-perfect look. This is when an ebird 
checklist was opened and binoculars were brought out. I 
was the only one who did not get a chance to take out any 
equipment whatsoever. With blistering barnacles on my 
tongue, we surged ahead yearning for some more action. 
Soon, the mustard fields opened up and we were driving 
abreast one of the several water channels formed by the White-tailed Stonechat
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River Ganges (Padma, as it is called in 
those parts of the woods). A lazy Grey 
Francolin flew and landed ahead of 
us. Meanwhile, there had been several 
sightings of White-tailed Stonechat, 
duly recorded in the ebird checklist. 

We stopped along the water channel 
to take a quick look at the Waterfowl. 
While Sujan and Arka got down for a 
closer look, I remained in the vehicle. 
Suddenly, there was pandemonium all 
around. Arka had spotted something 
and was pointing towards the water 
channel. All participants from the 
Murshidabad team ran towards the 
channel with their cameras. Needless 
to say, I was the last one to reach the 
spot, having had to extract my gear 
out of my bag and put on the harness 
for the binoculars and camera. There 
were several Eurasian Wigeons, a few 
Ferruginous Pochards and a solitary 
Falcated Duck in the water channel, 
alarmed at the commotion and ready 
to take off. The sound of hundreds 
of shutter release, all at once, made 
these birds decide that they had had 
enough. On a single alarm call, all of 
them took off. I was the only one left 
behind without a single shot of this first 
sighting. Meanwhile, Sujan had sighted 
a family of Smooth-coated Otters 
further upstream and was merrily 
clicking away. The Otters sensed 
danger as more of us approached and 
quietly slipped away to the far bank. A 
couple of Grey Herons could be seen 
standing on the near bank, oblivious to 
our presence. This is when the White-
tailed Stonechats started to show up. 
We ended up counting 21 on a small 
patch within an hour. They were not 
afraid of us and gave us a lot of time 
for good shots. 

I was cursing my bad luck when all 
the Waterfowl came flying back to the 

White-tailed Stonechat

Eurasian Wigeons

Pied Avocets
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same spot. This time, I did not let the chance go 
by and was able to account for most of them 
on my image sensor. The Falcated Duck was 
certainly a highlight for all of us, resplendent 
in all its mesmerizing colours. Having satisfied 
our appetites with the sightings, we ensured 
that all the observations were duly recorded in 
ebird and our diary, and moved further ahead. 
The BSF Gypsy led us through the village of 
Bajitpur, beyond which lies the IB between India 
and Bangladesh. At most places, the border 
is defined by the water channels which keep 
changing every year during the floods.

On our return route, we stopped for a final 
shot of the iconic White-tailed Stonechat. The 
photograph was taken by Sujan Chatterjee from 
inside the car. We drove back and crossed the 
bridge to reach the Bajitpur BOP, full of memories 
safe inside our hearts and our storage devices.

The Coy Cdr at Bajitpur BOP insisted that we 
have our lunch with him but we soldiered on 
towards Khandua BOP. Khandua is located 8 
Kms downstream of Bajitpur, on the confluence 
of two larger channels of River Ganges. The Coy 
Cdr at Khandua BOP was waiting for us and 
we were treated to a sumptuous lunch, inside 
a Gazebo, astride the river channel. Post lunch, 
having briefed us at the command post, the Coy 
Cdr invited us to a boat ride on the river channel. 
The boat took us across the channel where we saw some Bar-headed Geese, some Ruddy 
Shelducks and a huge flock of Pied Avocets. I was hungry for photographs, having been 
denied the opportunity at Bajitpur. With fading light, late in the afternoon, we managed a 
few good shots of the Pied Avocets, as they flew right over our boat. We also spotted a 
couple of Gangetic Dolphins during this ride. 

The day ended with a cup of tea with the Khandua Coy Cdr amidst high spirits. As we rolled 
towards Siuri for our night halt, we were happy that the two virgin areas of Bajitpur and 
Khandua had been explored. In essence, we were successful in opening up of a new area 
where BWS members and wildlife enthusiasts could access these areas in the future as 
well. 

On this trip, we were also able to conduct the AWWC at Farakka Barrage, Farakka NTPC 
Ash Pond, Ahiron Wetlands, Sagardighi Ash Pond, Bakreshwar Dam and Ballavpur WLS. At 
Farakka Barrage and NTPC Ash Pond, we were accompanied and hosted by Samiran Jha, 
Asstt. Secretary of BWS. At Sagardighi Ash Pond, we were joined by the Murshidabad BWS 
Team along with Meghna Banerjee and Suvrajyoti Chatterjee from BWS. At Bakreshwar 
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Dam, several other BWS members joined us from Durgapur. We were able to count nearly 
16,000 Waterfowl of different species. The record of our observations can be seen in ebird 
checklists mentioned below:

https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79730566
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79731872
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79732892
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79733275
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79856689
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79796552
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79856499
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79886015
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79866131
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79885919
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79971151
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79959047
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79959858
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79960519
https://ebird.org/india/checklist/S79960409

MAJ B. S. PARIHAR  lives in Kolkata, an all-rounder with diverse interests. An Army veteran and 
currently the CEO of an automobile company. An active birder and motor rallyist.   
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SAGARDIGHI 
ASH POND
ABHIJIT ROY

Sagardighi is a town located in Sagardighi CD Block, Jangipur Subdivision, Murshidabad 
District, West Bengal, India (24.2943 °N 88.0849 °E). This subdivision is located in the Rah 
area, adjacent to the Santal Pargana division of Jharkhand. The land here is slightly higher 
in height than the surrounding flat land, and is mildly fertile.

Sagardighi Ash Pond is 40 km from Berhampore. We left Berhampore at 6:30 am as planned 
and reached our destination 7:50 am. The weather was bad and we couldn’t see anything 
as it was foggy and cloudy until 12 noon. We had to wait for clear skies. After 12 o’clock, 
the weather cleared up and we started the count.

Sagardighi Ash Pond (24.321ºN 88.105 ºE) is a part of Sagardighi Thermal Power Plant, 
and the remaining ash from the thermal power plant is dumped in the pond. There are 
two more such ash ponds in the thermal power plant. Migratory birds come to these two 
ponds every year. It is spread over approximately over 20 acres of land, and due to the 
current climate and habitat, many migratory birds can be seen here. This water bird count 
survey was conducted by members of “The Birdwatchers’ Society” 24/01/2021. Ash Pond, 
as well as the surrounded area was surveyed thoroughly for the purpose of “The Water bird 
Count” and many species were found there. We had covered Sagardighi Ash Pond entirely. 
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The birds we had seen there were: Mallard, Painted Stork, 
Tufted duck, Greylag Goose, Gadwall, Eurasian Wigeon, 
Northern Pintail, Common Pochard, Ferruginious Duck, 
Garganey, Northern Shoveler, Graceful Prinia, Olive-
backed Pipit, Great-crested Grebe, (around 3000) Lesser-
whishtling Duck, Fulvous Whistling Duck, Paddyfield 
Warbler,  Pallas’s Grashopper Warbler, Delicate Warbler, 
Ruff, we had seen around 1500 green-winged Teal this 
year; where as we had seen much smaller number of 
birds last year.

Participants present on the day were:
Sujan Chatterjee, Arka Sarkar, Maj Bharatendra Parihar, 
Biswajit Singha, Asabul Islam, Abhijit Roy, 
Ujjal Kumar Das, Bhaskarjyoti Banerjee

Abhijit Roy, a birdwatcher and resident of Murshidabad, is employed at  WBSEDCL. Has been
observing the winged beauties of Murshidabad.
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The Black Francolin (Francolinus francolinus), unlike its Grey Cousin, is more heard than 
seen. A striking bird, the male of the species is gorgeously coloured.

The female on the other hand is more brown/ beige, with very nicely detailed plumage and 
a silent customer. During the monsoons and just after the males are heard calling, their 
high pitch call rather distinctive.

I was in Tal Chappar Wildlife Sanctuary last weekend with some friends. A small arid grass-
land at the edge of the Thar Desert in India, Tal Chappar is a great place to see a wide range 
of migratory and resident raptors, Larks and of course Blackbuck. One can drive inside the 
sanctuary, sticking to a network of fair-weather roads. 

THE BLACK JEWEL
ARIJIT BANERJEE
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It was in the afternoon. After a  brief post lunch siesta we drove back into the Sanctuary.  
We heard the male call. We stopped. On our left was a smallish patch mostly devoid of 
grass, salt encrusted and with some halophytes.

Out came the female. She is, by all means, a fine looking girl. She goes about her business, 
pecking at small seeds, paying no heed to the male’s strident calls.

Then struts out the male, feathers all fluffed up. Approaches the female and mounts her. 
He spreads his wings in some sort of embrace. The female is completely hidden as she 
submits. Suddenly it is over.

He sure wasn’t pleased. He prances, dances and screams in what was a most beautiful 
display. His russet barred wingtips point down like swords, the white spots on his body 
distinct, he raises the rufous ring around his neck. Time stood still for us as he repeated-
ly wooed his companion while she kept avoiding him. He attempted to mate a couple of 
times. Probably he was successful.

She soon was fed up by all that extra attention. She scampered towards the grass. He fol-
lowed, calling to her. Twice did he start to get her to be compliant. Twice she refused his 
advances.

Then they both look back at us, a look of disdain on their faces, cursing us for intruding into 
what was an intensely private moment. 

Arijit Banerjee is an Indian Forest Service Officer (Rajasthan Cadre). Though a botanist by education 
and a forester by training, birding as a hobby transcends his education and training.
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We are watching you like CCTV. We are keeping your record like your loved one. Dear, we dress 
up ourselves only to meet you. We bought expensive gear only to photograph you. We seldom 
compromise with our holiday leisure, because we love you so much. Hope you liked us as well. You 
are beautiful. Hope you liked to be clicked. Please enjoy your stardom and feel free to catch a fly or 
collect nectar when we focus on you. We will not disturb you, just give us some good posture. It’s 
important dear! Please try to understand!

YOU ARE UNDER SURVEILLANCE

Aindrila Sarkar, an entrepreneur and creative head in her designing agency.  A birdwatcher, butterfly 
gardener,  travel enthusiast, vlogger and a social media influencer.  With a certificate course in Basic 
Ornithology from BNHS, she is now pursuing her masters in Environmental studies.
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 Urvashi Basu, an interior designer, resides in Kolkata with her family. She is an avid bird watcher 
and photographer.
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1.Oriental Turtle-Dove
2.Barred Cuckoo-Dove
3.Large Hawk-Cuckoo
4.Himalayan Swiftlet
5.Crested Serpent-Eagle
6.Black Eagle
7.Mountain Scops-Owl
8.Collared Owlet
9.Great Barbet
10.Golden-throated Barbet
11.Greater Yellownape
12.Plum-headed Parakeet
13.Scarlet Minivet
14.Short-billed Minivet
15.Long-tailed Minivet
16.Black-winged Cuckooshrike
17.Blyth’s Shrike-Babbler
18.Maroon Oriole
19.White-throated Fantail
20.Ashy Drongo
21.Long-tailed Shrike
22.Gray Treepie
23.Large-billed Crow
24.Yellow-bellied Fairy-Fantail
25.Gray-headed Canary-Flycatcher
26.Green-backed Tit
27.Barn Swallow
28.Red-vented Bulbul
29.Himalayan Bulbul
30.Black Bulbul1. 
31.Buff-barred Warbler
32.Lemon-rumped Warbler
33.White-spectacled Warbler
34.Gray-cheeked Warbler
35.Whistler’s Warbler
36.Gray-hooded Warbler
37.Brownish-flanked Bush Warbler
38.Black-throated Tit
39.Whiskered Yuhina
40.Rufous-vented Yuhina
41.Indian White-eye
42.Golden Babbler
43.Rufous-capped Babbler
44.Streak-breasted Scimitar-Babbler

45.Rusty-cheeked Scimitar-Babbler
46.Gray-throated Babbler
47.Rufous-winged Fulvetta
48.Blue-winged Laughingthrush
49.Chestnut-crowned Laughingthrush
50.Rufous Sibia
51.Silver-eared Mesia
52.Red-billed Leiothrix
53.Rusty-fronted Barwing
54.Blue-winged Minla
55.Alpine Thrush
56.Gray-winged Blackbird
57.Tickell’s Thrush
58.Oriental Magpie-Robin
59.Small Niltava
60.Rufous-bellied Niltava
61.Verditer Flycatcher
62.Blue Whistling-Thrush
63.Himalayan Bluetail
64.Golden Bush-Robin
65.Rufous-gorgeted Flycatcher
66.Sapphire Flycatcher
67.Blue-fronted Redstart
68.Plumbeous Redstart
69.White-capped Redstart
70.Black Redstart
71.Chestnut-bellied Rock-Thrush
72.Gray Bushchat
73.Fire-breasted Flowerpecker
74.Fire-tailed Sunbird
75.Green-tailed Sunbird
76.Streaked Spiderhunter
77.Orange-bellied Leafbird
78.Rufous-breasted Accentor
79.House Sparrow
80.Russet Sparrow
81.Eurasian Tree Sparrow
82.Olive-backed Pipit
83.Common Rosefinch
84.Red-headed Bullfinch
85.Gold-naped Finch
86.Dark-breasted Rosefinch
87.Little Bunting

Swarup Saha, an ardent birdwatcher & wilderness explorer. Passionate about the winged beauties 
of Kolkata & South 24-Parganas. A committed Sales professional otherwise. 
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